
To get the highest quality images on this monitor 
the following are the recommended cameras. 

Other cameras may be used although images may not be 
of the same quality and clarity.

CH-HPC2DB or CH-HPC2DW
Dual cameras in either Black or White 
with narrow angle lens for rear-vision 
while driving and wide angle for reverse

CH-HPC1WD or CH-HPC1BD
Dome cameras for caravans in either 
Black or White. Standard wide angle and 
narrow angle versions are available.

CH-HPC1MB or CH-HPC1MW
Small size, bracket mount camera in either 
Black or White. Standard wide angle and 
narrow angle versions are available.

Extension Cables and Caravan Cables

Connection between cameras and the monitor require 4 pin 
extension cables which are available in variety of lengths.

Standard Extension cables
2m | 4m | 7.5m | 10m | 15m | 20m

Caravan Cables
There are 2 types of caravan cables, one for the 
car side and one for the caravan side.
Chipatronic caravan cables use metal plugs and 
sockets for durability and ease of use.

For further information on any Chipatronic products, please 
contact our sales team.
P 07 5442 3688   E info@chipatronic.com.au or look us up on 
W www.chipatronic.com.au

CH-STDAHD5
5” LCD Monitor

Installation & Instructions
2 Channel Dual Format Monitor

AHD ~ CVBS Video Compatible

Please read and retain these instructions



Monitor Controls
Use the touch buttons on the front screen or the Remote 
Control to operate the monitor. If the monitor is to come ON as 
soon as the ignition is on, do not turn it off with the button.

Setup: The monitor is supplied ready for use and should not require any changes to be made.

The MENU can be accessed using the touch button on the screen.
Menu items: Brightness, Contrast, Colour, Language, Default, Volume, RLVD (Screen 
Rotation), Vcom, Ruler, Version

● The Brightness, Contrast, Color settings can be changed by the user if desired but 
normally should not require changing from the standard setting.

● If the Language is not shown in English go to the 4th setting option and press the 
Up/Down buttons to change the setting (the change will be shown on-screen) and then 
press Menu again until the menu is exited.

● The RLUD or Rotate function flips the screen with 4 options; Right, Left, Up, Down. 
Normal operation should be on setting 3. This should only be used if the camera has 
been fitted incorrectly or has the wrong image setting. Changing this affects all 
channels.

● Ruler is a setting to add reversing guidelines onto the screen when the car is in Reverse. 
This applies only to V2 and only when the Trigger is used.

● To reset the monitor to factory settings, use the Default option.
● No other settings are applicable for users and cannot be changed. 

The driver should not attempt to access the menu while driving. Please ensure that the 
vehicle is safely parked before going into the menu.

 

Specifications
Display 5” High Resolution LCD Panel - 800 x 480 Px

LCD Brightness 500cdm LED Backlight

Compatible Video 
System

V1, V2 AHD -and CVBS Auto-detect

Control By On-screen menu using touch buttons

Power 12/24 V DC - 6W

AV Inputs V1, V2 - 4 Pin AV connections (male) with 12V power to 
camera

● Red 12/24V + (Accessory or Ignition power) Use a RunSwitch to provide a clean power 
supply if required (12V vehicles only).

● Black Ground (0V)
Green Reverse Trigger – V2 will come on when 12/24V is applied. Connect trigger to 
reverse circuit or through a switch for manual operation.
Do not connect the Trigger to a constant power source as this will disable all other functions 
and lock the monitor.

To mount on dash
Fix the provided “U” bracket to the dash. ! Note that this will usually require holes.
Hold the monitor in place and insert the screws provided into the holes and tighten when in the 
correct position.

To mount on the windscreen
If you have purchased the optional suction cup mount CH-MBSC the monitor can be fixed to 
the inside of the windscreen.
Moisten the suction cup slightly, make sure that the glass is clean, firmly press against the 
glass and then move the suction applicator across.
Slide the monitor onto the mount and then lock the position using the knurled fitting.


